Usefulness of flexible spectral imaging color enhancement for the detection and diagnosis of small intestinal lesions found by capsule endoscopy.
Capsule endoscopy (CE) is an established technique for the detection and diagnosis of obscure gastrointestinal bleeding (OGIB). Flexible spectral imaging color enhancement (FICE) is a software feature of RAPID 6.5. This study assessed the value of FICE for accurate identification of red lesions during CE. We randomly selected 10 patients who underwent CE for OGIB at Juntendo University. The CE images were read by five endoscopists. Small bowel videos, which were recorded by regular CE devices (PillCam SB2, Given Imaging), were evaluated on RAPID 6.5. We standardized the reading condition to a dual view, at a speed of 20 frames/s in manual mode. This interpreted FICE-CE images obtained at settings 1-3. Both conventional and FICE images were read at random. We defined a conventional image as standard and investigated the potential of FICE in detecting small intestinal lesions by the Steel-Dwass test. We considered that conventional images represented baseline (100). On this basis, detection rates for FICE images were as follows: FICE1 = 266.4 ± 33.1 (p < 0.0001); FICE2 = 255.4 ± 25.6 (p < 0.0001); and FICE3 = 117.0 ± 12.3 (p = 0.9447). Detection rates using FICE1 and FICE2 images were significantly higher than conventional CE images. FICE1 and FICE2 were more useful in detecting erosions than conventional CE (p < 0.0001) and FICE3 (p < 0.0001). FICE-CE has a high level of visibility by transparentizing bile or enhancing the color difference associated with reddish mucosa. We found that FICE-CE images were useful in the diagnosing of small intestinal lesions.